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Abstract

Existing studies on the analysis of persuasion
in online discussions focus on investigating the
effectiveness of comments in discussions and
ignore the analysis of the effectiveness of de-
baters over multiple discussions. In this paper,
we propose to quantify debaters’ effectiveness
in the online discussion platform: “Change-
MyView” in order to explore diverse insights
into their persuasion strategies. In particular,
targeting debaters with different levels of ef-
fectiveness (e.g., good vs. poor), various be-
havioral characteristics (e.g., engagement), and
text stylistic features (e.g., used frames) of de-
baters are carefully examined, leading to sev-
eral outcomes that can be the backbone of writ-
ing assistants and persuasive text generation.

1 Introduction

Persuasion, a primary goal of argumentation, is
the ability to convince people to do a certain ac-
tion or form a particular belief (O’Keefe, 2006).
Persuasion has always influenced the dynamics of
communication and social interactions, either pos-
itively by raising awareness on critical issues like
climate change or negatively by influencing the
behavior of voters in elections or disseminating
propaganda and fake news.

Social media, through its growing role in the
formation of beliefs, has gained notable interest as
a means to gather a deeper understanding of per-
suasion (Wang et al., 2021). The ChangeMyView
(CMV) subreddit in particular has been used in var-
ious studies that model text persuasiveness using
a variety of linguistic, argumentative, and behav-
ioral features (e.g., (Hidey and McKeown, 2018),
(Longpre et al., 2019), and (Guo et al., 2020)).

However, scholarly work on online persuasion
centers around studying persuasive comments in
individual discussions without considering the im-
portance of analyzing persuasive debaters (Luu

∗ Equal contribution

et al., 2019). Hence, debater strategies and their
effectiveness have not been adequately studied. Un-
derstanding effective debating strategies and de-
bater persuasiveness can be highly beneficial for
media analysis, rhetorical review, and for learning
debating skills. Besides, it can advance the de-
velopment of several applications, where effective
strategies can be recommended in writing assis-
tants and dialog management systems or encoded
in the backbone of text generation tools.

This paper focuses on analyzing the debaters’
persuasion strategies, seeking to uncover the behav-
ior, language style, and argumentative techniques
that distinguish good from poor debaters. To do so,
we categorize CMV debaters based on their effec-
tiveness in persuasion and examine key differences
in their behaviors and skills (i.e., engagement and
experience), as well as their argument’s style (at the
semantic, syntactical, lexical, and pragmatic lev-
els). We propose the task of identifying effective
debaters and present an approach to tackle it.

Our analysis of debater strategies yields several
insights. For example, we find that the effective-
ness of persuasion improves over time for aver-
age debaters, the distribution of ‘frames’ in the
debaters’ arguments can play a major role in per-
suasion, and argumentative features based on the
presence of certain types of arguments in the de-
baters’ text do not seem sufficient to indicate the
effectiveness of persuasion.

The contribution of this paper is threefold:
1. An extensive analysis of debater strategies

across multiple discussions, addressing their
behavior and stylistic aspects of their texts.

2. Insights about several techniques used by suc-
cessful compared to unsuccessful debaters.

3. A new task of distinguishing good from poor
debaters and an approach to address the task
with multiple linguistic features.

All the resources developed in this paper can be
found at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7034173.

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7034173
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2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we introduce CMV’s core concepts
as required for our study. Afterward, we overview
the primary studies on modeling persuasiveness on
CMV and related platforms.

2.1 Background

CMV is an open platform for users to engage in
civilized discussions using sound arguments. CMV
discussions are actively moderated to maintain the
quality of argumentation. All comments and orig-
inal posts must abide by the community rules.1

These rules dictate a predictable structure for CMV
debates, making them easy to process.

A CMV discussion begins with a user, called the
original poster (OP), submitting a marked request,
called original post, to the CMV subreddit. The
subreddit forbids non-debative submissions. The
original post states the OP’s stance on a controver-
sial topic, relevant justifications and explanations
of this stance, and an (implicit) call to “change my
view”. All other users of CMV called the debaters,
can challenge the OP’s stance and post opposing
argumentative top-level comments. All debaters
can respond to other comments to counter, cross-
question, or defend their arguments, creating multi-
layered and complex threads of conversation.

CMV offers two mechanisms to indicate com-
ment persuasiveness: The delta (∆) and the com-
ment score. The delta mechanism allows the OP
to mark up to one comment as persuasive. The
‘awarded’ deltas are aggregated and the per debater
∆-count is displayed publicly. Reddit’s comment
score is the per-comment sum of up and downvotes.
The highest scoring comments are shown first. The
comment score on CMV serves as an alt-metric
indicating the persuasiveness as perceived by the
community.

2.2 Related Work

The major work on the analysis of argument per-
suasiveness on social media (cf. (Tan et al., 2016),
(Zhang et al., 2016), (Persing and Ng, 2017), and
(Hidey and McKeown, 2018).) tries to determine
how persuasive a comment is by solving the task:
given two comments with a shared OP, identify the
persuasive one. In contrast, our paper provides a
higher-level analysis. We try to determine how per-
suasive a debater is by studying the debaters across

1CMV rules are stated on their wiki: https://www.reddit.
com/r/changemyview/wiki/rules

multiple discussions, striving to disclose their per-
suasion strategies.

Employing argumentative features to predict
comment persuasiveness is a well-established strat-
egy; Egawa et al. (2019) annotated CMV discus-
sions with elementary argumentative units (EUs)
in a token-level five-class scheme: testimony, fact,
value, policy, and rhetorical statement. The au-
thors propose a Bi-LSTM-based sequence classi-
fier for EU labeling. They conclude that EUs indi-
cate persuasiveness if used effectively, ‘fact’ is the
most persuasive, that the proportional distribution
of types distinguishes CMV comments from origi-
nal posts, and that persuasiveness is not indicated
by the mere presence or absence of certain EUs.

Similarly, Hidey et al. (2017) annotated CMV
discussions regarding arguments’ claims as inter-
pretation, evaluation, agreement, disagreement, or
premises as ethos, logos, and pathos. The authors
show that the relative positional distribution of ar-
gumentative components in a CMV comment is
a signal for its persuasiveness. Additionally, Li
et al. (2020) demonstrated the effectiveness of ar-
guments’ structural features in persuasiveness pre-
diction. Multiple features were developed based on
the usage of the proposition types reference, testi-
mony, fact, value, and policy in the debaters’ texts.
The feature analysis showed that the presence of
‘value’ and ‘testimony’ bi-grams is more prevalent
in persuasive argumentative texts, indicating that
justifying claims with personal experiences is an
effective persuasion strategy.

In this paper, we implemented the previously
used argumentative features along with newly uti-
lized ones like syntactic complexity, semantic simi-
larity, and argument framing; the latter is shown to
play a role in the debater’s persuasiveness.

Different characteristics and behavior patterns of
debaters were examined in a few papers. Address-
ing the debater behavior, Tan et al. (2016) inves-
tigated the role of debaters’ interaction dynamics
with the OP in persuasion and found that the de-
baters who responded early in the discussion tend
to be more successful, that engaging with the origi-
nal poster improves a debater’s odds of success up
to a threshold, and that higher debater participation
in a discussion improves the odds of persuasion.

Targeting debaters’ characteristics, Al-Khatib
et al. (2020) modeled debaters’ beliefs, personality
traits, and interests based on their previous activi-
ties on Reddit, utilizing them for tackling the task

https://www.reddit.com/r/changemyview/wiki/rules
https://www.reddit.com/r/changemyview/wiki/rules
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of persuasiveness prediction. The study found the
similarity between the characteristics of the OP and
the debaters to be influential for effective persua-
sion. In comparison, our paper groups debaters
based on their persuasiveness so we can probe the
diverse strategies used by good vs. poor debaters.

Analyzing the discussion structure, Guo et al.
(2020) hypothesized that persuading the OP in
a CMV discussion happens gradually throughout
a multi-party conversation rather than instanta-
neously. A prediction task was performed to model
the cumulative effect of a sequence of comments
in a CMV discussion and detect the position where
the persuasion of the OPs occurs. Besides, a user
study to evaluate the persuasiveness of debaters’
arguments’ was conducted, concluding that the per-
ception of persuasiveness differs across individuals
and that it is influenced by one’s idiosyncrasies
i.e. the same argument could be persuasive for
one person but not persuasive for another. Like-
wise, Wei et al. (2016) considered the relevance
ranking of CMV comments by their score in a dis-
cussion. They found the comment’s score to be
influenced by its temporal entry order as well as
the past credibility of its corresponding debater.
The credibility is measured by the number of prior
deltas received by a debater. Several feature classes
were used for the relevance ranking task, including
linguistic features derived from the comment’s text,
interaction-based features obtained by modeling
the CMV discussion as a tree, and argumentative
features such as the proportion of argumentative
text and argument relevance and originality.

The only work that targets the debater-level anal-
ysis is by Luu et al. (2019) and investigates how
debaters’ skill improves over time as they learn
how to interact with other debaters. They present
a strong estimator of the development of a de-
bater’s persuasive skill over time using several lin-
guistic features, such as length of comments, co-
occurrence of hedges, and fighting words.

Our work is distinct in several respects: First,
we analyze CMV, as opposed to Debate.org,
which is more strict and conventional regarding de-
bate structure. Second, we analyze the relationship
between the debaters’ engagement, experience, and
writing style across linguistic dimensions, account-
ing for the argumentative nature of debate texts.
Finally, we address different levels of debater per-
suasiveness and scrutinize the differences in their
argumentation strategies.

3 Data Acquisition and Preparation

To conduct our study on debater persuasion strate-
gies, we created a dataset with 3, 801 CMV de-
baters, equally sampled for good, average, and poor
debater persuasiveness. Here, we detail our data
collection method, quantification of debater per-
suasiveness, and sampling method to balance the
dataset by debater persuasiveness.

Quantifying Debater Persuasiveness We define
the persuasiveness of a debater d with comments
c1, . . . , ci,∆1, . . . , cj,∆k, . . . , cn in CMV as ratio of
delta comments c∆ to all comments:

Persuasiveness(d) =
k

n
.

The persuasiveness is, hence, the number of de-
bater’s delta comments normalized by her total
comment count. As Table 1 shows, this normaliza-
tion is necessary because the delta-comment count
correlates strongly with the total comment count.

Based on the persuasiveness score, we categorize
debaters into three groups as follows:

1. Good debaters with a persuasiveness of 5%
or above.

2. Average debaters with a persuasiveness be-
tween 0% and 5%.

3. Poor debaters with a persuasiveness of 0%;
These debaters did not receive any delta dur-
ing their active period on CMV.

The separation of debaters with a non-zero per-
suasiveness is based on the observation that ob-
taining any c∆ is already challenging. Hence, the
highly persuasive tail should be studied as a sepa-
rate population. The 5%-threshold used in catego-
rization separates the non-poor debaters into two
groups of approximately equal size.

Collecting Debater Comments We obtained an
initial set of CMV debates from the Webis CMV
corpus (Al-Khatib et al., 2020), which comprises
all CMV debates from June 2005 to September
2017. We extracted all top-level comments from
the Webis CMV corpus and grouped them by de-
bater. We discarded all inactive debaters with less
than 10 comments and obtained an unbalanced
dataset of 13, 254 CMV debaters along with their
top-level comments on various debates. We only
considered top-level comments since they serve as
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“entries to the debate”, while lower-level comments
are either rebuttals or non-argumentative content
like corrections, clarifications, or thanks.

Sampling Data In the intermediate dataset, 80%
of the debaters are of poor persuasiveness and have
never been awarded a ∆. Since we aim for a con-
trolled analysis, we resampled the dataset in such
a way that the distribution of CMV debaters is bal-
anced by persuasiveness. Overall, we end up with
3, 801 entries, evenly distributed across the three
debater categories.

Our resampling strategy first added a “good” de-
bater to the dataset by random and then selected
one “average” and one “poor” debater with the
same number of comments, or the closest number
to that. If multiple candidate debaters existed, we
minimized the absolute difference in mean com-
ment length. This resampling strategy minimizes
the effects of comment count and comment length
in the dataset since both are indicative of persua-
siveness (cf. Section 2).

4 Debater Engagement and Experience

Our first analysis concerns the relationship between
the debaters’ persuasiveness and their engagement
with and experience on the CMV subreddit. We
presume that engagement on CMV may correspond
to rebuttals in live debates. Our findings suggest
that a high engagement is indicative of persuasive
debaters. We further inspect the relationship be-
tween experience and persuasiveness in both abso-
lute measures such as comment count and active
period and relative measures such as changes in
style and persuasiveness with experience gain. Our
findings suggest that debaters become more persua-
sive with increased experience, especially average
debaters. However, the experience effect is not re-
flected in absolute experience measures, and hence
it is hard to operationalize for classification.

4.1 Engagement

Figure 1a shows that persuasive comments and
persuasive debaters are more engaging. We mea-
sure debater engagement by the average number of
replies to persuasive and non-persuasive comments.
Persuasive debaters get ~10% more replies to their
total comments compared to average debaters and
~30% more replies compared to poor debaters. Per-
suasive comments get ~250% as many replies as
non-persuasive comments.
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Figure 1: (a) Engagement of debaters by persuasive-
ness. (b) Evolution of the frequency of persuasive com-
ments. (c) Persuasiveness by debaters’ average com-
ment length.

Persuasiveness ∆ Count Score

Comments 0.02 0.72 0.03
Active Period -0.03 0.13 0.15

Table 1: Pearson ρ between three success measures
(Persuasiveness; ∆ Comment Count; Median Reddit
Comment Score) and two absolute experience measures
(Active Period: the time between the first and last com-
ment on CMV; Number of Comments).

4.2 Absolute Experience

Table 1 shows that the absolute measures of experi-
ence are insufficient. We can observe that neither
the active period—the time between the first and
latest comment—nor the comment count correlates
with persuasiveness or Reddit score. We disregard
the correlation between the total comment count
and the number of persuasive comments as evi-
dence of debater experience without observing a
correlation with persuasiveness.

4.3 Relative Experience

We model the relative experience of a debater on
CMV as seen from the comment: A debater is
inexperienced for her first comment and very expe-
rienced for her last; that is to say, the experience
of the debater d of a comment ct in a sequence
c1, . . . , cn is Experience(ct) = t

n . We analyze
the impact of experience gain of good and average
debaters on persuasiveness, persuasion frequency,
comment length, as length is the most indicative
feature in comment classification, and average com-
ment score, which represents the CMV commu-
nity’s opinion on persuasiveness.

Persuasiveness Figure 2a shows that the overall
persuasiveness of good debaters is largely unaf-
fected by experience while the persuasiveness of
average debaters almost doubles.
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Figure 2: Changes of various debater-level features with increasing relative experience. The color indicates
persuasiveness and the line style (dashes/dots) indicates the secondary variable.

Persuasion Frequency Figure 1b shows that the
persuasion frequency increases sharply up to the
5th persuasive comment for both good and aver-
age debaters and increases slightly up to the 15th
persuasive comment. This indicates that debaters
learn to replicate persuasive strategies and become
more persuasive with experience. We measure per-
suasion frequency as the number of non-delta com-
ments that occur between two consecutive delta
comments, as a fraction of the total comments
made. A decreasing delta-to-non-delta rate indi-
cates more frequent persuasions.

Comment Length Figure 2b confirms the estab-
lished assumption that length is highly indicative of
persuasiveness. There is no indication that relative
experience has any substantial impact on the length
of delta or non-delta comments.

Average Comment Score Figure 2c shows that
the mean-comment score, the alt-metric for com-
munity persuasiveness, increases with experience
but not consistently. On average, however, debaters
score higher on persuasive comments with increas-
ing experience. The effect. however, is negligible
on non-delta comments.

5 Debater Style Analysis

Stylistic features are frequently used to determine
the characteristics of authors. Since stylistic fea-
tures are indicative of persuasive comments, we
consider stylistic features to also be indicative of
persuasive debaters. In particular, we study the re-

lationship between a debater’s persuasiveness and
the lexical, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic di-
mensions. We found notable differences in per-
suasiveness in each dimension. The most substan-
tial feature is again comment length. Additionally,
we found that better debaters tend to have lower
lexical diversity and syntactic complexity, but a
higher semantic diversity. We also found corre-
lations between certain word class patterns and
certain patterns of elementary argumentative units,
particularly rhetorical statements. Lastly, found
that persuasive debaters use political and cultural
identity frames more often.

5.1 Lexical Dimensions

Within the lexical dimension of style, we analyze
the relation between debater persuasiveness and the
(1) comment length and the (2) lexical diversity, in
particular the stop-word and type-token ratio.

Comment Length Figure 1c shows that debaters
with a higher mean comment length are also, con-
sistently and without apparent bound, more persua-
sive on average. Figure 2b shows, independently
of the debater’s experience, that persuasive com-
ments are longer than non-persuasive comments
and that good debaters write longer (~20%) com-
ments. These findings are consistent with previous
evidence (cf. Section 2) and suggest that the com-
ment length is highly indicative of the persuasive-
ness of comments and debaters alike.
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WC n-gram ρ WC n-gram ρ

IN JJ 0.11 PRP VBP -0.13
NN IN JJ 0.10 PRP -0.12
JJ NN IN 0.09 WRB VBP -0.11
VBG DT JJ 0.08 NN WRB -0.11

Table 2: Top Pearson ρ between a word class n-gram
and persuasiveness.

Lexical Diversity Figure 2d shows that the differ-
ences in the stop-word ratio are consistently small
(<1%) and have no direction since good debaters
are between poor and average ones. However, Fig-
ure 2e shows that the type-token ratio has a higher
effect size of 2% among the debater groups and has
a direction. This suggests that good debaters write
comments with lower lexical diversity.

5.2 Syntactic Dimensions
Within the syntactic dimension of style, we ana-
lyze the relationship between persuasiveness and
syntactic complexity and the word class n-gram
distribution.

Syntactic Complexity The complexity of a de-
bater’s text was measured based on the dependency
parse trees of all sentences in her top-level com-
ments. We measure the Pearson correlation be-
tween debater persuasiveness and three common
syntactic complexity measures:2 Outdegree central-
ity (ρ = −0.17), Closeness centrality (ρ = −0.16),
and the number of dependents per word (ρ = 0.17).
Since a high centrality indicates complex syntax,
and persuasiveness is negatively correlated with
centrality, our results suggest that good debaters
use less complex syntax. However, all correlations
are weak (ρ <= 0.25).

Word class n-grams Table 2 shows the word
class 1–3-grams with the strongest correlation with
persuasiveness. Here, better debaters use adjectives
more and PRP VBP (e.g. you did . . . ) as well
as WRB VBP (e.g. how did . . . ) less frequently.
Although the correlation is weak and word-class
n-grams are difficult to interpret, these results may
indicate an impact of certain syntactical structures
on debater persuasiveness as for comment persua-
siveness (cf. Tan et al. (2016)). We determined
the word class n-grams using NLTK and the Penn
tagset since all CMV comments are English. We
only inspected the 1,000 most frequent n-grams.

2We measured the complexity using https://github.com/
tsproisl/textcomplexity

5.3 Semantic Dimension
Within the semantic dimension of style, we mea-
sure the relation between debater persuasiveness
and the (1) semantic similarity between a debater’s
comment and the original post and the (2) semantic
diversity within the comments of a debater. We
use Word Movers Distance3 (WMD, Kusner et al.,
2015) to measure the semantic similarity.

Similarity between Comment and Original Post
Figure 2f shows that the WMD is lower the more
persuasive a debater is. Hence persuasive debater’s
comments are semantically more similar to the orig-
inal post.

Semantic Diversity Figure 2f shows the seman-
tic diversity for debaters with different persuasive-
ness, whereas the semantic diversity is higher for
better debaters.

The semantic diversity should indicate if a de-
bater prefers semantic depth (few different con-
cepts discussed) or breadth (many different con-
cepts discussed) within each comment. For lack of
a better (lexeme-agnostic) intra-document seman-
tic similarity measure, we use a sentence-based
heuristic:

SemDiv(ck) =
2

n2 − n

n−1∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

WMD(si, sj).

Here, the semantic diversity of a debater is the
average diversity of the comments ck = s1, . . . , sn,
and the diversity of the comments is the average
WMD between each pair of sentences (si, sj). We
assume WMD captures the semantic diversity be-
tween two sentences in this way.

5.4 Pragmatic Dimension
Within the pragmatic dimension of style, we mea-
sure the relation between debater persuasiveness
and (1) the distribution of argumentative units: el-
ementary units, claims, and premises, (2) framing
strategies.

Argumentative Units Table 3 shows the ar-
gumentative unit n-grams which correlate the
strongest with debater persuasiveness, while all
other unit n-grams do not correlate with ρ ≤ 0.05.
All correlating units are elementary units, with
rhetorical statements being the most persuasive. No
claim or premise types correlate in a meaningful
way with persuasiveness.

3We use Gensim with fastText embeddings

https://github.com/tsproisl/textcomplexity
https://github.com/tsproisl/textcomplexity
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/index.html
https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/english-vectors.html
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Unit n-gram ρ Unit n-gram ρ

rhetoric -0.194 policy -0.110
value -0.126 rhetoric rhetoric -0.101
rhetoric value -0.114 rhetoric rhetoric none -0.063

Table 3: Argumentative units with largest absolute Pear-
son ρ with CMV debaters’ persuasiveness. All other
combinations correlated with ρ ≤ 0.05

We measure the Pearson correlation between
persuasiveness and the relative frequency of ele-
mentary unit 1–3-grams, where each sentence of a
debater’s comment is assigned one unit. We use the
five elementary units testimony, fact, value, policy,
and rhetorical statement proposed by Egawa et al.
(2019) for CMV comments. We determine the el-
ementary unit of a sentence with a BERT-based
classifier trained on Egawa et al. (2019)’s anno-
tated dataset of CMV comments and original posts;
The classifier reaches a 6-class (including None)
micro-accuracy of 0.75 on the standard split. Since
the dataset annotates units on a token level, we as-
sign each sentence the unit assigned to its tokens,
discarding sentences with multiple units annotated.

We also measure the Pearson correlation be-
tween persuasiveness and the relative frequency
of 1–3-grams of claim and premise types, where
each sentence of a debater’s comment is assigned
one type. We use the 2-stage classification scheme
proposed by Hidey et al. (2017) for CMV com-
ments. Each sentence is first classified with a BERT
model as claim, premise, or neither. Claims are
then classified as interpretation, evaluation/rational,
evaluation/emotional, or agreements. Premises are
classified into eight classes, one for each combina-
tion of ethos, logos, and pathos using three binary
classifiers. We trained each of the five needed clas-
sifiers on Hidey et al. (2017)’s datasets of CMV
discussions.

Frames Figure 3 shows how often debaters with
different persuasiveness use certain frames in their
comments. Most frames are used equally often
independently of persuasiveness, except for the
political and cultural identity frames, which are
used notably more often by better debaters.

We determined frames by classifying each sen-
tence of each comment of a debater with one of
the 15 frames used in Card et al. (2015)’s Media
Frames corpus of manually annotated news articles.
We trained a BERT classifier to classify the sen-
tences, which reaches a micro accuracy of 0.68 in
5-fold random cross-validation.
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Figure 3: Distribution over the 15 sentence-level frames
for good, average, and poor debaters.

6 Debater Persuasiveness Prediction

In addition to the analytical scrutiny of debater per-
suasiveness, we conduct an experimental validation
of our findings by classifying debaters by persua-
siveness. We define the general task of debater-
level persuasiveness prediction as: Given a debater
d with comments c1, . . . , cn, classify this debater
as persuasive (good) or non-persuasive (average or
poor). To conclusively supplement our analysis, we
individually inspect the classification performance
of the introduced features (cf. Section 5).

We encoded the syntactic, semantic, and prag-
matic features of our analysis for each of the 3,801
debaters in our CMV debaters’ corpus. Each en-
coding was chosen to obfuscate comment length as
far as reasonable. We encoded the word class and
all argumentative unit n-grams tf-idf vectors of the
aggregated comments. We encoded the numerical
features, outdegree centrality, closeness centrality,
and the number of dependents for text complex-
ity and comment-op distance and within-comment
distance for WMD, by averaging comment-level
counts per debater. We encoded each of the 15
frames with the absolute and relative number of
comments that utilize a frame.

As baselines, we selected feature sets previously
used for comment persuasiveness prediction: Bag-
of-Words, vocabulary interplay after (Tan et al.,
2016), which covers OP and commenters’ vocab-
ularies’ absolute and relative overlap and Jaccard
similarity, and common stylometrics, which cover
counts of words, selected word classes, links, word
lists, symbols, type-token ratio, and readability
scores. The baseline feature sets were implemented
trivially following the related work.

We consider two binary classification settings
for our experimental validation: (1) good vs. aver-
age and (2) good vs. poor. We maintained a bal-
anced distribution of the classes (1,267 each). The
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Features vs Average vs Poor

Baseline Features
Bag of Words 0.60 0.68
Stylometry 0.62 0.67
Vocabulary Interplay 0.58 0.67

Syntactic Features
Word class n-grams 0.57 0.51
Text Complexity 0.65 0.61

Semantic Features
Word Mover’s Distance 0.59 0.63

Pragmatic Features
Elementary Units 0.51 0.59
Claim or Premise 0.47 0.55
Claim Type 0.48 0.58
Premise Type 0.48 0.58
Claim and Premise Types 0.48 0.58
Frames 0.70 0.72

Table 4: Macro F1 score of the two classification set-
tings: Good vs. Average debaters and Good vs. Poor
debaters.

classification is done using logistic regression with
default parameters on a random 80-20 train-test
split. The effectiveness of the classifiers is reported
using macro F1-score as shown in Table 4.

The classification results reveal several findings:
First, most features distinguish good from poor
debaters better than good from average ones. Syn-
tactic features are the only exception to this trend,
which can not be explained by our analysis. Sec-
ond, Bag-of-words is a strong feature for the two
settings as it outperforms most of the other features.
Besides, the weak effectiveness of the argumenta-
tive features is similar to the observations of Egawa
et al. (2019); the mere distribution of argumentative
units in the text is insufficient to identify its persua-
siveness. Third, the distribution of the frames in the
debaters’ comments results in the best scores across
the two experimental settings. The most discrim-
inating frames are ‘Quality of Life’, ‘Morality’,
and ‘Health and Safety’, all with negative weights
towards the ‘good debater’ class.

7 Conclusion and Discussion

The persuasion skills of debaters can vary depend-
ing on different cultural and social aspects, among
others. Understanding how people argue and what
makes some debaters more successful than others
are interesting research questions that have been ne-
glected in the literature. This paper has contributed
in this regard by modeling debater effectiveness in
CMV and analyzing their behavior and argumenta-
tive stylistic choices, demonstrating several inter-

esting insights that can be utilized for improving
the persuasion skills of new debaters and assessing
the development of advanced text generation and
writing assistant tools.

Still, we think there is room for further analy-
sis. First, we quantified the persuasiveness of CMV
debaters based on awarded ∆s only; Although it ap-
pears to be a standard method in previous work, we
believe that a more comprehensive quantification,
possibly using human judgments and a more fine-
grained scale, would account for a degree of sub-
jectivity to consider the evaluating user’s idiosyn-
crasies. Guo et al. (2020) touches on this briefly,
finding that despite general agreement about what
is persuasive, there are differences in the assess-
ment of persuasion based on the positions of the
evaluating party.

Second, while argumentative features based on
the distribution of argumentative units did not per-
form well in our prediction task, possible improve-
ments can be achieved through modeling features
that can capture the effective use of argumentative
units. A possible direction is to identify the inter-
dependencies between the different argumentative
units in the text (Li et al., 2020) as well as their
relative arrangement (Hidey et al., 2017).

Third, other, more in-depth features can disclose
useful insights into debater persuasiveness. Con-
ceivable are features that better model behavior like
experience and the dynamic of debater interaction
or the velocity of experience gain.

Fourth, using more sophisticated models in the
prediction task may lead to better results, although
our logistic regression is ideal to compare class
separability by feature. Guo et al. (2020) proposed
using conditional random fields (CRF) to model
the cumulative effect of persuasion in CMV dis-
cussions, and Li et al. (2020) used bi-LSTM and
BERT to model their persuasiveness task.

8 Impact Statement

In a broader context, the findings of this work sup-
port the detection, writing, or generation of highly
persuasive text, particularly in a social media reg-
ister. This capability can be abused to generate
highly persuasive and misleading, deceptive, fake,
or abusive text. Hence, knowledge about debater
persuasiveness bears the potential for more persua-
sive believable social bots. Our work, however,
with its focus on the analytical side, bears the same
potential to detect generated, hyper-persuasive text.
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As with all author-level work on social media,
our methods bear the potential to profile users
of social media platforms and use the informa-
tion against them, for example, to automatically
block or downvote poor debaters, track them across
websites, and possibly reveal their identity. We
have taken care to anonymize the user’s IDs in
our dataset and not release any models that would
(re-)generate information about them.
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